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A Kids Book About

• Featuring a unique design style for each book, kids are captivated by the authentic 
stories and the big questions each book asks. 

• Reading Level: K-3

• Interest Level: K-3 

• 64 or 72 Pages



A Kids Book About Trauma A Kids Book About Self-Love



A Little Book About

• Reading Level: PreK

• Interest Level: PreK 

• Board Book



A Little Book about Culture A Little Book About Racism



My Phonics Words - Alphabet: Short Vowels
• The My Phonics Words series helps students build phonics skills to become 

successful readers. Each book gives examples of words that include the same 
sound along with engaging pictures that reinforce letter-sound connections. 
Learning activities support comprehension and encourage further phonics 
knowledge. 

• Downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.

• 5-Book Set

• Reading Level: PreK-1

• Interest Level: PreK-2

• 12 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



My Phonics Words - Consonant Teams
• The My Phonics Words series helps students build phonics skills to become 

successful readers. Each book gives examples of words that include the same 
sound along with engaging pictures that reinforce letter-sound connections. 
Learning activities support comprehension and encourage further phonics 
knowledge. 

• Downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: PreK-1

• Interest Level: PreK-2

• 12 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



My Phonics Words - Long Vowel Teams
• The My Phonics Words series helps students build phonics skills to become 

successful readers. Each book gives examples of words that include the same 
sound along with engaging pictures that reinforce letter-sound connections. 
Learning activities support comprehension and encourage further phonics 
knowledge. 

• Downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.

• 12-Book Set

• Reading Level: PreK-1

• Interest Level: PreK-2

• 12 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



The Sound of IE/i/



My Phonics Words - Long Vowels
• The My Phonics Words series helps students build phonics skills to become 

successful readers. Each book gives examples of words that include the same 
sound along with engaging pictures that reinforce letter-sound connections. 
Learning activities support comprehension and encourage further phonics 
knowledge. 

• Downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.

• 7-Book Set

• Reading Level: PreK-1

• Interest Level: PreK-2

• 12 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



My Phonics Words - Special Vowel Teams
• The My Phonics Words series helps students build phonics skills to become 

successful readers. Each book gives examples of words that include the same 
sound along with engaging pictures that reinforce letter-sound connections. 
Learning activities support comprehension and encourage further phonics 
knowledge. 

• Downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.

• 8-Book Set

• Reading Level: PreK-1

• Interest Level: PreK-2

• 12 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



My Phonics Words - Vowel + R
• The My Phonics Words series helps students build phonics skills to become 

successful readers. Each book gives examples of words that include the same 
sound along with engaging pictures that reinforce letter-sound connections. 
Learning activities support comprehension and encourage further phonics 
knowledge. 

• Downloadable Teacher’s Guide available.

• 5-Book Set

• Reading Level: PreK-1

• Interest Level: PreK-2

• 12 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Phonics 
Fun
NEW 8-BOOK SERIES

Fun and humorous material introduces  
youngsters to phonics in ways they’ll want  
to read again and again

• Charming art and whimsical, rhyming text  
teach different letter sounds

• An activity encourages readers to try the  
sounds they’ve learned

• Carefully leveled text that adheres to national  
reading standards

• Uses rhyme, repetition, illustration, and  
phonics to grow confidence and success

* Hardcover * Paperback
Reading Level: Grade 1 • Interest Level: Grades PreK-2  Text 
Type: Informational/Explanatory
24 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
LERNER PUBLICATIONS™

The Witch  
Had

an Itch



Manners Matter
(6 Titles)

Key Features:

• Full-color photographs 
• Activities for further learning 
• Author/Illustrator biography 
• Word list for review 

9.5 x 8  24 Pages
Reading Level: 1  Interest Level: 
Preschool-2
Library Binding/Multi-User eBook

Series Description: With the Manners Matter series, children 
will learn the right words to say at the right times. This series’ 
simple text and vivid photographs help young children 
understand that manners always matter—and that if they treat 
others with respect and care, they will find they have friends 
everywhere. 





Please



Excuse Me



• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 1-2

• Interest Level: K-2

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback & 
Ebook

Healthy Choices
• These informative guides help early learners understand the positive effects of 

getting enough sleep, going to the doctor and dentist, exercising, and staying safe 

• Provides examples of how readers can keep their whole family healthy by working 
with their parents or guardians to do things as a family

• Topics are aligned with early elementary health and science curricula that focus on 
identifying behaviors to promote good health, development, and safety



Five-Minute Friendship Starters
A Sesame Street® Guide to Making  
a Friend
Young readers learn to make, get to know,  
and play with a new friend in five minutes  
with these fun activities

• Sesame Street characters add a lighthearted  
feeling of fun to friendship-forming activities

• Each spread gives one or two easy ideas  for 
making or getting to know a new friend,  
including conversation starters

• Buddy Bonus features offer ideas to go more  
in-depth with a friend

* Hardcover * Paperback * Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade K-1 • Interest Level: Grades PreK-2  Text 
Type: Informational/Explanatory
32 Pages • On Sale Date: February 2022
LERNER PUBLICATIONS™

TSEL
© 2021 Sesame Workshop®, Sesame Street®, and associated characters, trademarks, and design elements are owned and 
licensed by Sesame Workshop. All rights reserved.



SHOW ME SCIENCE

• 4-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2-3

• Interest Level: 2-4

• 24 pages

• Hardcover & Paperback & 

Ebook

• Essential elementary science curriculum concepts are presented to readers 
through these helpful and vibrant guides designed to make learning fun

• Features relatable examples that encourage young people to apply what they 
learn in the classroom to their everyday lives

• A creative approach to science, technology, and math helps foster a love of 
STEM topics at a young age



My First BIG Book 
of . . .
NEW 2-BOOK SERIES

Fact-packed question and answer books  
for young readers

• Introduces key content area vocabulary

• Clear introduction to informational text

• Carefully leveled text for newly fluent readers

• Picture labels introduce beginning readers  to 
captions

• High-quality, 3D digital artwork

* Hardcover * Paperback * Multi-User eBook 
Reading Level: Grade 1 • Interest Level: Grades K-3  Text 
Type: Informational/Explanatory
96 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
RUBY TUESDAY BOOKS

B



My Little 
Book Of
NEW 5-BOOK SERIES

Photographic first introduction to how  
things work

• Simple, easy-to-understand text and incredible  
photographs

• Perfect for reluctant readers, these books  will 
hold the interest of young chi ldren and  
encourage them to find out more about the  
world around them

• A glossary is included to explain any complex  
names or terms

• Hardcover • Multi-User eBook 
Reading Level: Grade 2 • Interest Level: Grades K-2  
Text Type: Informational/Explanatory
64 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
QEB PUBLISHING — QUARTO LIBRARY

T



Sesame 
Street®  Field 
Trips
NEW 6-BOOK SERIES

Readers can discover different parts of  
their community with the help of their  
friends from Sesame Street

• Sesame Street characters bring a high-interest  
approach to core curriculum

• Supports SEL standards by fostering  
empathy for community helpers kids see in  
their communities

• Child-friendly introduction with accessible,  
low-level text

* Hardcover * Paperback  • Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade K-1 • Interest Level: Grades PreK-2  
Text Type: Informational/Explanatory
24 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
LERNER PUBLICATIONS™

T

© 2021 Sesame Workshop®, Sesame Street®, and associated characters, trademarks, and design elements are owned and 
licensed by Sesame Workshop. All rights reserved.



Animals We Can’t Live Without
(12 Titles)

Key Features:

• Full-color photographs 
• Author/Illustrator biography 
• Index 
• Infographics 
• Informative captions 
• Informative sidebars 
• Phonetic glossary 
• Sources for further research 
• Suggested websites 
• Table of contents 

9.5 x 8  24 Pages
Reading Level: 2  Interest Level: 
1-4
Library Binding/Multi-User eBook

Series Description: This series describes cornerstone species of 
different ecosystems.  Each book explains how these animals 
help their environments, what would happen without them, and 
the ways people are working to protect them. 





Thank You, Primates



Thank You, Earthworms



Get Started with 
STEM

STEM

3 NEW TITLES, 14-BOOK SERIES

Gives students everything they need to  
get hands-on with science

• Clear photo-text match aids comprehension

• Introduces key content area vocabulary

• Appeals to children’s curiosity about the  
natural world

• Includes activities and critical thinking  
questions

• Supported by free downloadable worksheets  
and resources

Hardcover • Paperback * Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade 2 • Interest Level: Grades K-3  Text 
Type: Informational/Explanatory
32 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
RUBY TUESDAY BOOKS

T



Searchlight Books™ —  My 
Style

NEW 4-BOOK SERIES

Fresh, fun, and inclusive guides help  
readers create their own style

• An inclusive, encouraging tone invites readers  
of all identities to explore their style

• Text explains the historical and social context  
behind meaningful style moments

• Fashion Hack feature provides hands-on  
engagement

Hardcover • Paperback • Multi-User eBook: 

Reading Level: Grade 3-4 • Interest Level: Grades 3-5  
Text Type: Informational/Explanatory
32 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
LERNER PUBLICATIONS™

T



Searchlight Books™ —  World Traveler

NEW 8-BOOK SERIES

An overview of the peoples, cultures,  
histories, and landscapes of different  
countries

• Fun, high-interest approach to a curricular topic

• Engaging features include fast facts and maps

• Sidebars highlight must-see sights and  
popular celebrations

• Introduces key content-area vocabulary

• Series created with content consultants

Hardcover • Paperback * Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade 3-4 • Interest Level: Grades 3-5  
Text Type: Informational/Explanatory
32 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
LERNER PUBLICATIONS™

T



Medical 
Breakthroughs
NEW 6-BOOK SERIES

Visually engaging, graphic nonfiction  
about major changes in health and  
medicine, with appeal to reluctant readers  
and science lovers alike

• Stylish, colorful artwork

• Eventful narrative nonfiction

• Engaging presentation of complex concepts

• Curriculum connections across multiple areas

Hardcover • Paperback • Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade 4 • Interest Level: Grades 3-6  
Text Type: Narrative Nonfiction
32 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
GRAPHIC UNIVERSE™

N



White Privilege
Deal With It in All Fairness
Book 30 in the Lorimer Deal With It series
1 NEW TITLE, 30-BOOK SERIES

Impactful graphic novel-style titles  
examine the many sides of conflict as they  
pertain to timely topics such as consent,  
transphobia, bullying, and more

• “Dear Conflict Counselor” feature offers real-life  
problems and solutions

• Quizzes test your ability to deal with issues

• A resource guide puts helpful organizations,  
books, and websites at readers’ fingertips

Hardcover
Reading Level: Grade 4-7 • Interest Level: Grades 4-9  
Text Type: Informational/Explanatory
32 Pages • On Sale Date: January 2022
LORIMER CHILDREN & TEENS

TSEL DIVERSITY



Frank, Who Liked 
to Build

The Architecture of Frank Gehry
A fascinating kid-focused story of famous  
architect Frank Gehry, lyrically told with  
striking illustrations

• An inspiring picture book bio of Gehry that  
encourages kids to dream

• A great kid-friendly introduction to architecture  
as an art

• Hardcover • Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade 2-3 • Interest Level: Grades PreK-3  
Text Type: Narrative Nonfiction
32 Pages • On Sale Date: March 2022
KAR-BEN PUBLISHING®

N



Rumble and 
Roar
Sound around the World
A gorgeous look at the many types of  
sound that exist all around us

• Classroom read-aloud potential

• Strong science content

• Back matter includes more information about  
the science of sound and some of the key  
phenomena in the book (such as elephant  
communication and avalanches)

• A companion book to Flash and Gleam:  
Light in Our World

* Hardcover * Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade 2 • Interest Level: Grades PreK-2  
Text Type: Poetry
32 Pages • On Sale Date: March 2022
MILLBROOK PRESS™

E



* Hardcover * Multi-User eBook
Reading Level: Grade 2 • Interest Level: Grades K-3  
Text Type: Poetry
32 Pages • On Sale Date: March 2022

Hidden Animal 
Colors
Engaging verse pairs with vibrant photos  
to reveal the hidden colors of seemingly  
ordinary animals

• Fun, rhyming text leads to a surprise reveal  
with each page turn

• High-impact photos of fascinating and  
colorful animals

• Appeals to children’s sense of wonder when  
exploring nature

• Sidebars and back matter explain why  these 
animals have such vibrant colors—for  
attraction, camouflage, mimicry, and safety

MILLBROOK PRESS™

E



Washed Ashore
Making Art from Ocean Plastic
Spectacular photos of animal sculptures  
are paired with fascinating facts about the  
animals and helpful tips to reduce trash in  
the world’s oceans

• Back matter includes instructions for how  
readers can collect plastic trash and create  
their own sculptures

• Features an infographic showing the life cycle  
of a plastic water bottle and how the choices  
we make matter

• Each spread with a sculpture has a seek and  
find element along the bottom, encouraging  
readers to look closely for different items used  
to create the sculpture

* Hardcover * Multi-User eBookReading Level: Grade 3 • 
Interest Level: Grades 1-4  Text Type: 
Informational/Explanatory

TBD Pages • On Sale Date: March 2022
MILLBROOK PRESS™

T A



The Adventures 
of  Dr. Sloth
Rebecca Cliffe and Her Quest to  
Protect Sloths
An engaging introduction to the surprisingly  
interesting lives of these adorable animals

• Fantastic photos of adorable animals

• Highlights the work of a female scientist, Dr.  
Becky Cliffe aka “Dr. Sloth”

• Provides an up-close look at scientific field  
research

• Emphasizes the importance of conservation  
and gives tips for how readers can help sloths

* Hardcover * Multi-User eBook  
Reading Level: Grade 3 • Interest Level: Grades 3-6  
Text Type: Narrative Nonfiction

TBD Pages • On Sale Date: March 2022
MILLBROOK PRESS™

NSTEM



* Hardcover: * Multi-User eBook 
Reading Level: Grade 5 • Interest Level: Grades 3-8  
Text Type: Informational/Explanatory
TBD Pages • On Sale Date: April 2022

Sensational 
Senses
Amazing Ways Animals Perceive  
the World
Discover animals’ exceptional senses and  
how they use them to survive

• Written by accomplished science author  
Rebecca E. Hirsch

• High interest approach with cool animal photos

• Includes recent findings and quotes from  
scientists studying these animals

• Science-focused single titles are strong  
performers for Millbrook

MILLBROOK PRESS™

E



LIFE CYCLES
• NEW 6-Book Set,

18 Titles Available

• Reading Level: 1-2

• Interest Level: 1-3

• 24 pages

• Hardcover & Paperback & 
Ebook

• A fun and fact-filled guide that explores the stages of various life cycles of 
different animals and plants 

• Features eye-catching fact boxes and colorful photographs that help readers 
visualize each stage of the life cycles 

• Clear and concise text helps young readers better understand life science 
curriculum topics



• NEW 6-Book Set,
72 Titles Available

• Reading Level: 3

• Interest Level: 2-5

• 32 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback & Ebook

• Provides young readers with an exciting, globe-trotting reading experience, 
introducing them to vibrant places and unique societies all over the world

• Cultural diversity and understanding are celebrated and supported through an 
exploration of subjects such as language, cuisine, and history 

• Features stunning color photographs, creating an educational experience that 
also feels like a vibrant travel guide

Exploring World Cultures



• 4-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2-3

• Interest Level: 1-3

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback & 
Ebook

• From climate change to pollution to deforestation, this series introduces young 
readers to the issues facing Earth and its inhabitants

• Contains amazing photographs that will bring readers around the world as they 
learn about important issues and how they can do their part to help save the 
planet for the future

• Each book contains a craft using recycled materials to give a hands-on application 
of the lessons in the book

Our Planet, Our Future



A World in Danger

• Readers are introduced to the causes and effects of climate change

• Supports an understanding of conservation and care for Earth 

• Includes recent relevant examples of climate change affecting places 
around the world

• Introduces key science concepts such as the water cycle and the 
greenhouse effect

• 4-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2

• Interest Level: 2-3

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback & 
Ebook



Let’s Rock!

• This deep-digging set studies the building blocks of our world, 
exploring minerals, different types of rocks, the rock cycle, and more

• Supports the Next Generation Science Standards by introducing readers to 
concepts such as Earth’s systems

• Includes graphic organizers to aid in reader comprehension and uses age-
appropriate language that makes these complex topics easy to understand

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 3-4

• Interest Level: 3-6

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback 
& Ebook

Also available in Spanish
See catalog page 84



Slimy Science

• Slime is fun and educational, as readers will learn how to create slime in this 
entertaining series 

• Features accessible step-by-step instructions and accompanying 
photographs to make each volume achievable for visual learners and 
struggling readers

• A high-interest way to connect with readers and the elementary science 
curriculum

• 4-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2-3

• Interest Level: 2-5

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback 
& Ebook



Eye Spy!

• Readers will be engaged with this colorfully designed set as they 
attempt to “spy” certain images

• Allows young readers to understand fundamental elementary 
topics and build on them in later math and language arts classes

• Contains high-interest images that are appealing for developing 
and struggling readers

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: K

• Interest Level: Pre K-1

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback 
& ebook



First Coding

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2-3

• Interest Level: 2-4

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & 
Paperback & ebook

• A perfect introduction for beginner computer programmers to 
learn about some major topics in coding

• Crucial subjects and complicated terms are presented in an easy-
to-comprehend and accessible format along with plenty of visuals 
to help readers succeed on their learning journey



The World’s Most

• 4-Book Set

• Reading Level: 5-6

• Interest Level: 4-6

• 32 Pages

• Hardcover & 
Paperback & ebook

• This set highlights the most freaky, extreme, deadly, and endangered 
animals all over the globe with detailed explanations of what makes 
each animal unique

• Includes conservation information and encourages care for the 
natural world

• Supports science curricula topics, including adaptations and 
predator-prey relationships



The Facts on Matter

• From atoms and compounds to mixtures and solutions, this set 
introduces readers to the basics of matter

• Contains colorful diagrams and graphic organizers to aid visual 
learners

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2-3

• Interest Level: 2-5

• 24 Pages

• Hardcover & Paperback 
& ebook



Dinosaur Graveyards

• Travel around the world to some of the most well-known dinosaur fossil 
sites! The series will feature which rock formations held some of the most 
impressive dinosaur discoveries in history. Readers will enjoy both CG dino 
images and real fossil photos, along with a closer look at each dino, like 
when it lived and what it ate. 

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 1

• Interest Level: PreK-2 

• 24 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Field Guides for Kids Set 2

• 4-Book Set
• Reading Level: 6
• Interest Level: 4-8
• 112 Pages
• Available in 

hardcover, paperback 
or eBook

• Thousands of fascinating creatures and objects exist on Earth and in the sky 
above, and each one has distinctive features that set it apart. In the Field 
Guides for Kids series, learn about hundreds of plants, fossils, rocks, 
minerals, insects, arachnids, and objects in the night sky, and how to identify 
them in the wild. 



Makerspace Trios

• Each book in Makerspace Trios challenges readers to create art, structures, 
games, and more using only three primary materials. Armed with scissors, 
glue, and the title materials, readers will gain the skills and confidence to 
see possibility in the face of limitation. In doing so, young makers will 
develop their essential makerspace tools of imagination, inspiration, 
collaboration, and problem-solving. 

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 3

• Interest Level: K-4 

• 32 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Sports Encyclopedias for Kids

• 3-Book Set

• Reading Level: 5

• Interest Level: 4-8

• 192 Pages

• Available in 
hardcover, paperback 
or eBook 

• In the Sports Encyclopedias for Kids series, learn about MLB, the NBA, the 
NFL, and the Olympics. Each book has an in-depth history section, statistics 
and records, well-known players, and information on the greatest seasons. 
This encyclopedia set is sure to leave readers with all they need to know 
about their favorite sports and teams. 



Travel Bucket Lists
• The world is full of incredible places. People can spot lions on a safari. They 

can visit the ruins of an ancient civilization or learn about human history at a 
historic battlefield. Mountains and jungles leave visitors with a sense of awe. 
Some people enjoy sharing outdoor adventures with friends and family. 
Others enjoy cheering on their favorite team in a state-of-the-art sports 
stadium. Travel Bucket Lists introduces readers to some of the most amazing 
locations around the world, revealing why each place is special and why some 
people put these sites at the top of the list of travel destinations. 

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 4

• Interest Level: 4-8 

• 48 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



World Explorers

• Travel with John Cabot across the North Atlantic, sail around the world 
with Sir Francis Drake, explore the ocean depths with Jacques Cousteau, 
and much more as daring explorers discover what lies beyond the next 
mountain or over the sea. Learn about each explorer's childhood and 
family and how he got his start in exploration. Discussion questions, 
informative maps, timelines, and more bring these historical ventures to 
life. 

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 4

• Interest Level: 3-6 

• 32 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Xtreme Aircraft
• Today's aircraft push engineering knowledge and piloting skills from the 

impossible to the possible. From drone pilots on the ground to pilots in space, 
and from aircraft with no engines to those that run on alternate forms of 
power, this series introduces readers to a wide variety of planes, helicopters, 
and drones. Dynamic, full-color images bring the world of aviation into their 
hands. 

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 4

• Interest Level: 3-9 

• 48 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Let’s Go! Let’s Grow!
• 3-Book Set
• Reading Level: K-2
• Interest Level: K-2
• 24 Pages
• Available in 

hardcover, paperback 
or eBook

• Come along to solve a science mystery in this inquiry-focused series of three. 

• Topics and titles incorporate NGS Standards of life cycles and classification 
of living things. Want to find out what is growing? Let's go!



Life Through My Lens

• 4-Book Set
• Reading Level: PreK-2
• Interest Level: PreK-2
• 16 Pages
• Available in 

hardcover, paperback 
or eBook

• Inspired by joy and extending to the ways we find joy in our world, this 
series of four celebrates everyday life and unexpected moments. Simple text 
complements illustrative photos taken by our authors to promote 
authenticity and representation. Each title defines words and ways of 
describing how we live and feel through our different and diverse lenses.



Habitat Days and Nights
• Spend a day and night in the world’s most wondrous habitats! Learn about 

these landscapes through their amazing animal residents. Slither through 
shimmering desert sand with a snake. Soar above a forest with a red-tailed 
hawk, sprint across prairies with antelope, and stalk prey with tundra wolves. 
Graze on tall trees with giraffes, and swing in the rain forest’s canopy with 
gibbons. These habitats bustle with life morning, noon, and night. What will 
tomorrow bring to each environment?

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 1-2

• Interest Level: K-3 

• 24 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Micro Science
• Some of the most amazing parts of science are the smallest! Atoms, cells, 

viruses, and bacteria can be seen only through a microscope. But don't be 
fooled by their tiny size. They can have a huge impact on you and the world. 
With up-close images and engaging text, get an inside look at the micro world 
of science.

• 4-Book Set

• Reading Level: 3-4

• Interest Level: 3-5

• 32 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Science Inquiry
• Investigation is the heart of science. It helps young learners produce answers 

to questions and solve problems. This series uses science investigation to 
introduce readers to important science topics, such as classification, habitats, 
pollination, forces, sound, light, and more. 

• Each book explores questions and answers related to the Next Generation 
Science Standards.

• 4-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2-3

• Interest Level: K-3

• 32 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Incredible Changes on Earth
• Living and non-living things on Earth are constantly changing over time. This 

series shows how scientists study rocks and fossils to find out what our planet 
looked like thousands of years ago and what living things today are related to 
the plants and animals of ancient times. Every book also includes a page for 
caregivers and teachers that suggests guiding questions to help aid in reading 
comprehension. 

• Downloadable Teacher's Guide available.

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 2

• Interest Level: K-2

• 24 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Magic Postcards
• In this engaging series for early readers, twins Camila and Carlos receive 

postcards from children around the world. Able to magically travel in the 
blink of an eye, they visit their new friends and find out all about their 
countries. Every book also includes a page for caregivers and teachers that 
suggests guiding questions to help aid in reading comprehension. 

• Downloadable Teacher's Guide available.

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 3

• Interest Level: PreK-3

• 32 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook



Simple Machines
• Children will be surprised to learn how often they use simple machines in 

their everyday life. Each book features large brightly colored photographs, 
simple text, and sight words to aid comprehension. Early readers will enjoy 
learning how these kinds of tools work, while also practicing their reading 
skills. This book also includes a page for caregivers and teachers that suggests 
guiding questions to help aid in reading comprehension. 

• Downloadable Teacher's Guide available.

• 6-Book Set

• Reading Level: 1

• Interest Level: K-2

• 24 Pages

• Available in hardcover, 
paperback or eBook
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